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When you first receive your Coastal Membership, it can be a little overwhelming. There are so many pieces and so many ways to 

book vacations that it can be hard to know where to start. Here are some of the most common questions people have in their first 

few weeks:  

 

 

 

 

How Do I.....?  

 

 

Book a Hotel  

Book a Condo  

Book Airfare  

Book a Cruise  

Get Discounts for Dining, Recreation, or Car Rentals  

Activate my Coastal Package  

Activate a Bonus Vacation  

Renew my Coastal Membership  

Change my Address, Name, or Membership Information  

Request new items added since the Conference  

Find out more about the Board of Directors or how Coastal is set up  

Order Sales Aids or Wholesale Packages from the Shipping Center  

 

 

 

We are going to answer all of this and more in this training packet. This information is current as of today, but because of the 

detailed nature of the information here, it can change without notice. This is just a starting point in your education about the 

Coastal Membership. It will be up to you to continually educate yourself on the changes and updates that occur.  

 

The best way to stay “in the know” is to be at the bi-annual Coastal Training Seminars where all the changes are announced. That 

way you can always make sure you have the most current, up-to-date information to offer your clients as well as to help you save 

the most money with your own Coastal membership.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This training packet was last updated  February 1, 2018, and the information contained herein may change by the next bi-annual Coastal 

Training Seminar.  



Activating Your Coastal Package 
 

 

 

 

Upon receiving your Coastal Travel Package –  

 

When you receive your Coastal membership packages, locate your Level 1 Travel Package (that's the one in the brown portfolio). 

The first thing you need to do is to send in your membership application to get your discount cards and directories. Your 

membership cards and directories are not in your binder, since you need to let the shipping center know whose name(s) you want 

to place your membership in first.  

 

The membership application is located on the left-hand side of your Level 1 Travel Package, right behind the welcome letter. It's a 

2-part, 2-color form and it says, "Coastal Vacations Member Application" on the top of it.  

 

You will want to take note that your Coastal Vacations I.D. Number is on that form in the top right-hand corner. You will want to 

write that number down and have it in a handy place.  

 

Just fill out the application with your personal information. You can have up to two names on the application. They must both be 

adults, and they have to be individuals - you cannot put down a business or a DBA. You can certainly sell these packages to 

businesses, but they need to choose two representatives of their company to actually be on the membership application.  

 

It will also ask you: 

 

Question Answer 

Your Director:  Your Director's Name (the person whom you bought 

your package from)  

Your Upline Director:  The person who brought your Director in or sold 

them their package. Basically, the person above 

them.  

Purchase Price:  That's an easy one :-)  

Place of Purchase:  Just leave this blank  

Salesperson:  Just leave this blank  

 

For U.S. members, you need to send a $25.00 money order or cashier's check, and for non-U.S. members, you need to send $30.00, 

preferably in the form of American Express Traveler's Checks. This fee goes to N.B. Management and it covers imprinting the 

cards and shipping for the cards and directories.  

 

(NOTICE TO INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS - All bank drafts from non-U.S. banks will be held for 30 days at the shipping 

center to make sure they clear before your stuff can be sent out. So try to acquire America Express Travelers Checks if you want it 

processed faster. If you do not have access to Travelers' Checks, ask your Director... they may be able to help you out.)  

 

If you want to order a duplicate set of cards and directories, you need to add $45.00. This option works out well for people who 

have split the cost of the travel package and both parties will be using the cards. You will only receive duplicates of the cards that 

you need to have present at check-in. You will not receive duplicates of the resource cards. You can order the resource cards 

separately, however.  

 

Now, you need to sign the back of the white application and mail it to the shipping center. Keep the back yellow copy for your 

records. Your activated membership cards and directories will need 7-10 business days for processing, after which they will be 

sent to you by expedited delivery.  

 

Levels 2 & 3 are upgrades and supplements to the Level 1 package, and do not need to be activated or renewed by themselves. 

When you activate or renew your Level 1 package, the other packages are automatically renewed as well. 

  



Activating Bonus Vacations 
 
All but two of your Bonus Vacations are good for a lifetime. They are "dormant". They are asleep until you wake them up by 

activating them. Once activated, you will receive the full-color, vacation certificate from the travel agency you will be working 

with, complete with all the instructions and contact information for that travel agency, as well as any fine print or restrictions. The 

activated certificate will have an expiration date on it, usually an average of 12 months form the activation date. This is just an 

average, though. Some are shorter and some are longer.  

 

Whenever you are ready to activate one, just fill out that individual certificate with your Member ID#, your name and shipping 

address. Then mail it to the address listed with $10 S&H (cashier’s check or money order ONLY) to activate it. If you want to 

order multiple certificates, you can combine the amounts ($10 each) in one money order. Please allow 7-10 business days for 

processing. Just follow the instructions and you will be on your way!  

 

Sometimes you will receive an activated certificate back from the shipping center that does not have a date printed on it. This is 

something the shipping center often does as a courtesy to you, the Director, especially if you are ordering multiple certificates. 

They do that so the certificates won’t expire before you give them away. It is very important that you write in a date before you 

give it away or use it yourself. These certificates are not valid without a date. If you fail to write the date in, the customer will not 

be able to use it.  

 

All of these certificates are to help fill space in national-chain hotels. We service the travel industry by distributing these 

certificates to the general public. The places you will stay using the certificates will typically be 3-5 star hotels like Ramada, Days 

Inn, Comfort Inn, Best Western, Holiday Inn, Marriott, etc.  

 

Typically, the basic accommodations for two adults is complimentary. There are always upgrade options available, though. If you 

would like to add extra people, add extra days, upgrade to a suite, change to a nicer hotel or resort…. Most of them offer lots of 

options if you are willing to pay extra. Sometimes you can even get additional days at a discount off their regular rates. 

  

Note: We have contracts with each of the 100+ vendors we work with to ensure that NONE of our members EVER have to attend 

a timeshare presentation. But that contract is only valid if you follow the terms exactly.  

 

For example, let's say the certificate requires 30 days notice, and you decide to call 28 before the trip and get them to squeeze you 

in. Well, you broke the terms, so all bets are off. Or, let's say the certificate says to mail it back in with the processing fee, but you 

call them or go their website instead.... then you have not followed instructions, and again, the contract cannot protect you. So 

understand your rights, and follow the terms closely.  

 

...and make sure your educate your clients about it as well.  

 

Getting Upgrades After a Coastal Training Seminar 
 
Twice a year, the B.O.D. sponsors Coastal Training Seminars for all Coastal Directors worldwide. At these events, new vacations 

and membership cards are announced, as well as how to best use those new items. Once you get home from the seminar you can 

write the shipping center to request the new items. Typically you will want to wait about 7 business days after the event before 

requesting the new items to give the shipping center time to inventory the new stock. 

  

To send in a request, simply mail a S.A.S.E. to the shipping center along with a letter stating your Coastal ID# and which items 

you are requesting. They will then put the new items in the S.A.S.E. and return them to you. To order a copy of a new membership 

card that may have been added, please include the order form for that card along with $10.  

 

If you were not able to attend the Coastal Training Seminar or were unaware there were new items, no worries… when you send in 

your renewal form with $89.95 plus $25 S&H at the end of the year you will automatically receive all the new things that have 

been added in the past 12 months.  

To find out what order forms you might be missing, simply go to www.officialcoastaltraining.com  and click on the  “Business & 

Product Training” page to refer to the Detailed Product Overview. 

  

http://www.officialcoastaltraining.com/


Using Your Package 
 

When you become a member of Coastal Vacations, you also become a member of several other companies as well. The purpose of 

the Coastal membership is to educate people on how to travel for wholesale, and give them all the option and resources they will 

need to get the very best prices. the Coastal Membership is an ever-changing, dynamic package. New vacations and membership 

cards are added at each Coastal Training Seminar throughout the year, and old vendors are sometimes replaced with new ones.  

 

There are both Contract numbers and Resource numbers on the back of some of these cards. A Contract number is a company 

that we have negotiated a special rate for Coastal clients. Resource numbers are simply other companies we have come across that 

offer good deals to the general public and offer no additional discount to Coastal members. Please pay careful attention to the 

instructions on the back of the cards, and be sure to educate your retail clients about this as well, to avoid any confusion.  

 

Here are the different ways you can use your Coastal Membership cards, as well as how to contact them in parenthesis:  

 
Booking Condos:  
Condo Resorts Card – Last minute condo inventory (online)  

Doc#7 Condo Order Form - $20 activation, $19/pp/night. 60+ days notice. (mail)  

Hotel Access – Last Minute Condo Inventory (online)  

Theme Park Card - Condo homes in Orlando through Disney Ticket Vendor (call)  
Bonus Vacations – Complimentary accommodations, condos available as an upgrade for a fee (mail in)  

Coastal Travel Agent Program – Commissions for booking (online)  

 

Booking Hotels:  
Hotel Access Card – 50% off rack rate (online directory, say "Access Member")  

Hotel, Motel Resorts Card – 50% off rack rate (call)  

Bonus Vacations – Activate certificates with $10. (BEST DEALS! )  

Coastal Travel Agent Program– Commissions for booking (online)  
 

Booking Cruises:  
Coastal Cruise Card - Best available rates, up to 50% off depending on time of year. (Call)  

Coastal Travel Agent Program– Group Block Cruises at a discount, plus commissions for booking for others (online)  
Bonus Vacations - Complimentary cruise cabin for 2 adults (mail in)  

$2,000 Travel Cash Program – Mail in rebates of up to 10% on cruises purchased through their website (online)  

 

Booking Flights:  
Travel Card – Full Service Travel Agencies (call)  

Bonus Vacations - Book through agent handling booking your accommodations (mail in)  

Coastal Travel Agent Program– Lowest Published Price & Consolidator rates (online)  

$2,000 Travel Cash Program – Mail in rebates of up to 20% on airfare purchased through their website (online)  

 

Booking Car Rentals:  
Car Rental Card - Visit the special website listed on the back of the card to register for each company. (online)  
Coastal Travel Agent Program – Commissions on bookings (online)  

 

Golfing:  
Golf Access International – Online directory. Use Golf Access ID#. (online)  
 

Dining:  

Dining Access – Print coupons and take them with you. (online)   

 

Theme Parks & Recreation:  
Recreation Access – 2-for-1 and various discounts. (Online directory)  

Theme Park Card – Call the numbers on the back of your card (call)  

 

Giveaways & Incentives:  
$1,000 Online Shopping Spree - Travel Gifts & Services Card - Order certificates for $10 (any quantity).  

Coastal Vacations Card - Order vacation & cruise certificates for $10 (any quantity).  

Grocery Travel Card - Print manufacturer’s coupons off from your computer to use at your local stores.  

Resort Vacations Certificates – Available through the Hotel Access card under “Condos & Resorts”.  

Fundraiser Cards – Choose from 1, 3, 5, or 10 vacation certificate cards, order for just $3 each (any quantity).  

$2,000 Travel Cash Program – Mail in rebates of up to 20% on travel purchased through their website (online)  

  



Contacting the Shipping Centers 
.  

Occasionally you may need to contact one of our shipping centers, such as N.B. Management. Here are the steps to follow for 

doing that:  

 

*Please Note: If it is a product or business related question, you need to address those types of questions to your Director. N.B. 

Management only handles the shipping of our product. If you are unable to get the answer you need from your director, your next 

step would be to ask one of your upline Directors. If you still can't find the information you need, you can call the B.O.D. 9pm EST 

Director's Training calls (Not the live Q&A calls - those are for prospects) or the Wednesday In-Depth Product Training at 2pm 

EST and ask a B.O.D. member directly.  

 

 

Contacting the Shipping Centers by Phone :  
 

Call 1-800-283-1526  

You will get always get a voicemail - this number is not answered live.  

Leave a message with the following information:  

Your name  

Your Coastal I.D. number  

Your phone number (make sure it has a voicemail for them to leave an answer for you)  

Complete, detailed reason for your call, including tracking numbers, shipping dates, name and address being shipped 

to, etc.  

Someone (usually a B.O.D. or Leadership Council member) will return your call as soon as they can. It can take up to 3-5 

business days to get a return call.  

 

*Contacting the Shipping Centers by phone is only for the following situations:  

 

Locating a tracking number of a package you've already shipped through one of the shipping centers  

You need to get in touch with an upline director or request your upline genealogy  

If a B.O.D. member has asked you specifically to leave a message to speak with them directly on a question you’ve asked on a 

live B.O.D. conference call  

 

.  

 

 

Contacting the Shipping Centers by Mail:  
 

For the following situations, you would need to write a letter, including your  Member ID number, what you need, as well as your 

signature, and send it to whichever shipping center is listed in your specific package, or you can send it to:  

 

 

N.B. Management 

1722 N. College Ave. 

Suite C #320 

Fayetteville, AR 72703 

N.B. Management 

7862 W. Irlo Bronson  

Suite #236 

Kissimmee, Fl 34747 

 

 
 Ordering packages with your certified Director's Release  

 Changing information on your membership application (adding/removing names, change of address, etc.)  

 Ordering a second set of membership cards  

 Renewing your membership cards (fill out the form on Document 5 and send it in)  

 Ordering additional vacation certificates  

 Sending in a vacation code with a S.A.S.E. for a prospect who attended the BOD Live Q&A call  

 Requesting new items added to the package since you first joined (send in a SASE with your letter)  

 Items that may have been missing from your package when you received it  

 Any complaints about a vendor, membership company, or an unethical director  



Board of Directors (B.O.D.) Information 
 

The Coastal Vacations Board of Directors have developed business relationships with various travel companies that have an 

established track record and proven credibility within the international travel industry. N.B. Management is the central receiving 

location for our contracted shipping facility. Coastal Vacations is committed to continually improving their travel packages for the 

benefit of their members. The travel companies providing benefits to Coastal members are licensed and bonded with an established 

history of at least 10 years in business. Coastal Vacations' shipping facility has over 30 years of successful industry experience.  

 

You can read the Explanation of Association document to learn more about the structure of Coastal and how to explain the benefits 

of our unique association. You can get it at http://www.officialcoastaltraining.com/explanationofassociation.pdf.  Here is some 

interesting and useful information for you regarding the Board of Directors:  

 

The B.O.D. is a volunteer position. The Board members make their money the same way all of us do... by making sales and 

training associates. They have just accepted the added responsibility of governing Coastal and helping to make the decisions about 

the direction and the changes needed to ensure Coastal's longevity. Anyone can be invited or elected to participate as a member of 

the Board in once they have met a few requirements, such as:  

 

 100 personal sales  

 Qualified Level 3 Director  

 No valid complaints at the shipping center  

 Uses & promotes official company tools  

 Is marketing Coastal as their main business  

 Currently serving on the Leadership Council (See below)  

 

There is one website system that was created and is maintained by the B.O.D. for all of Coastal to use. We recommend that 

independent groups who create their own websites compare their info to the B.O.D. sites to make sure they are using accurate 

information. The official B.O.D. Coastal Vacations website is: http://www.coastalincome.com/sample . All of the Fax-On-Demand 

documents are stored here on the Support System page. This site can also be read in Spanish by clicking on the Spanish flag in the 

top right-hand corner. The complete website system include an Opportunity Site, a Retail site, a Business Incentives site, and a 

Flash Movie lead capture site. It also comes with the Official B.O.D. broadcast 800# service. You can order fully customizable 

replicated copies of this system for your own use by going to www.ProMarketingSystem.net/Coastal.  
 

The B.O.D. also have their own training calls that are available to everyone in Coastal, regardless of their director or what group 

they are in. You can find that information on the calendar page at www.OfficialCoastalTraining.com .  

 

 

Becoming part of the Leadership Council or other Auxiliary Leadership 
 
To be nominated and accepted to serve on the Leadership Council or other auxiliary leadership positions within Coastal, you must 

first meet certain requirements:   

 Personally recommended or "sponsored" by a Board member  

 At least 50 personal sales  

 Be at least a Qualified Level 2 Director 

Leadership Council benefits and responsibilities include: 

 Specialized training directly from B.O.D. members 

 Reserved seating at Coastal training seminars 

 Exclusive Leadership Calls 

 New product previews and pre-releases 

 Delegated miscellaneous tasks from the B.O.D 

 Giving testimonials on the BOD Conference Calls 

 Speaking at events. 

  

http://www.officialcoastaltraining.com/explanationofassociation.pdf
http://www.promarketingsystem.net/Coastal
http://www.officialcoastaltraining.com/


Explanation of Coastal Vacations’ Association Structure 
 

(* Just a note.... you don't need to say all this to everyone... usually a simple answer like the following one will satisfy most 

people’s concerns: "All the companies we represent are listed with the BBB, are licensed and bonded, and some are even publicly 

traded... we are just resellers of their services. But if you're gonna check one of them out, you may as well check them all out... 

most of them have websites... just do a search for Carnival, or Quest or any of the others and check them out!"  

Now people that are really concerned about how Coastal is set up will need a more detailed answer, in which case, you'll need to 

use the following information to satisfy their curiosity about the structure of Coastal and how it’s run. Just feel out each situation 

and use what’s appropriate. )  

 

************************* 

 

Coastal Vacations is not a corporation, therefore, we are not listed or publicly traded. Coastal Vacations is nothing more than an 

association of Directors.... and for good reason. Most direct-sales companies go out of business in their first 5 years for the same 

reason.... the cost of frivolous law suits. Basically, what happens, is there's always one idiot...one of the "independent distributors" 

or "associates" that always does something stupid or unethical and gets himself sued. But since individuals never have much, they 

always go after the deep pockets behind him, if there are any. If he represents a corporation, THEY will pay the price in lit igation 

fees. Even though the companies usually win the cases, since it's not really their fault that the associate was dishonest, they still 

end up going bankrupt from the costs of defending themselves. And everyone else in the company suffers.  

 

When Coastal Vacations was set up, the original founders thought long and hard about the best way to set it up. They didn't want 

to see Coastal disappear like all the other companies.... that's simply not fair to all the honest people who depend on that company 

to make their living. So, they set it up perfectly.....  

 

As I told you, Coastal Vacations is nothing more than an association of Directors. All the decisions for Coastal Vacations are made 

by the Board of Directors. The Board consists of people just like you and me... they make $1000 per sale, just like we do. They 

don't receive any "extra" compensation just for being on the Board. They just get extra responsibilities and a say in any changes 

that may affect the package. It's not an exclusive club or group, anyone can be on the Board of Directors. You can receive an 

invitation any time after you have completed 100 sales and are a qualified Level 3 director.  

 

Because there's no one skimming profit off the back end of every package sale, there IS NO "pot of gold" for sue-happy people to 

go after. As a director, when you purchase packages for your client, you will be sending your money directly to the shipping and 

fulfillment center... not to Coastal, not to the Board..... straight to the company we've contracted with to ship and fulfill for Coastal. 

That's why we're able to make such a wonderful commission... there aren't any people building a profit into the price. We pay 

exactly what it costs for the printing of the vacation certificates, membership cards, and membership directories, handling, 

shipping and the beautiful zip-up leather binder that the whole thing comes in... nothing more.  

 

We do not need to have a corporation, because we have no liability. When a client purchases a package from you, your only 

obligation is to deliver the product. You're role in their vacation experience stops right there. When they activate their vacations, 

they deal with the shipping and fulfillment center, not you. When they call to make their reservations, they call the travel agent, not 

you. And, finally, when they go on the vacation, they deal with the hotel or cruise line, not you. If their food is cold, or their 

reservation was wrong, do they come back to you to complain? Of course not... they call the travel agency or the hotel or the cruise 

line and THEY make it right with the customer. Your job is only to sell the package. Your liability stops there. So there is no need 

for Coastal to be listed with the Better Business Bureau.... all the travel agents, hotels and cruise lines already are. If there are any 

complaints or problems, they will go directly to them, not to us. We are completely independent... we are purchasing a product that 

represents multi-million dollar companies with impeccable records, and we are simply reselling that product. Those large 

companies actually service it. Not us.  

 

Because the Board of Directors thought enough to set it up this way, you and I will never lose our opportunity. Our ability to make 

money with Coastal will never be jeopardized. No one can touch Coastal as a whole... we are immune from the things that 

normally ruin good businesses. If someone does something unethical, they will be personally sued by their clients, as well they 

should, and it will not affect the rest of us who are honest and have integrity in our business practices.  

 

This truly is the perfect opportunity. 


